Introduction
============

Knowledge of the phylogenetic relationships of organisms allows hypotheses of ancestral states and derived conditions to be proposed. Likewise, knowledge of the phylogenetic relationships of genes within gene families provides a foundation for formulating hypotheses concerning the fates of genes following gene duplication and speciation events. Gene duplications provide the raw material for evolutionary change ([@mst132-B69]). Paralogs produced via gene duplication often become pseudogenes, but can undergo sub- and neofunctionalization facilitating the evolution of novel biochemistries, anatomies and morphologies ([@mst132-B69]; [@mst132-B27]). Orthologs in diverging lineages can acquire new lineage-specific functions in addition to retaining more ancestral ones.

The evolution of an epidermis with a specialized biochemistry and cell types was instrumental to the colonization of land by plants. The epidermal cuticle and stomata are two of the key components of homoiohydry, the ability to internally regulate water content ([@mst132-B77], [@mst132-B79]), along with an internal water conducting system ([@mst132-B78]). The algal ancestors of land plants depended on water for hydration and the earliest land plants also depended on external water and atmospheric humidity for hydration, a condition known as poikilohydry ([@mst132-B110]; [@mst132-B79]). The free-living haploid gametophytes of the bryophytes as well as vascular plant gametophytes retain the poikilohydric condition ([@mst132-B78]; [@mst132-B56]). The evolution of the homoiohydric condition freed the land plant sporophyte from size constraints of poikilohydry ([@mst132-B78]) and was critical to the subsequent evolution of large and dominant vascular plant floras ([@mst132-B78]; [@mst132-B56]). It has been suggested that investigation of genes that are orthologous to those known to regulate epidermal and cuticle development in flowering plants should provide insight into the origin and evolution of the epidermis and important functional components of homoiohydry including stomata and cuticle ([@mst132-B30]; [@mst132-B56]).

The *c*lass IV *H*omeo*d*omain Leucine *Z*ipper (C4HDZ) genes have been implicated as "master regulators" of epidermal development in flowering plants ([@mst132-B46]). Multiple homologs in seed plants show expression patterns that are restricted to the epidermal or subepidermal layers of vegetative, floral, and root meristems and lateral organs ([@mst132-B59]; [@mst132-B66]; [@mst132-B42], [@mst132-B41]; [@mst132-B39]; [@mst132-B43]; [@mst132-B67]; [@mst132-B44]; [@mst132-B65]; [@mst132-B70]; [@mst132-B101]). Loss-of-function phenotypes indicate that *Protodermal Factor2* (*PDF2/At4g04890*) and *Meristem Layer1* (*ML1/At4g21750*) specify protoderm identity in *Arabidopsis* ([@mst132-B3], [@mst132-B2]). [@mst132-B67] showed that some *Arabidopsis* C4HDZs were strongly expressed in developing stomatal complexes and it was recently demonstrated that both *HDG2*/*At1g05230* and *ML1* can induce ectopic stomata when overexpressed and delayed stomatal development in loss-of-function mutants ([@mst132-B70]) indicating a role for C4HDZ transcription factors in regulating stomatal development. C4HDZ genes have also been shown to regulate other specialized epidermal processes including cuticle deposition, trichome development, root hair development, and mucilage and oil secretion ([@mst132-B81]; [@mst132-B19]; [@mst132-B67]; [@mst132-B45]; [@mst132-B44]; [@mst132-B113]; [@mst132-B65]).

C4HDZ genes encode plant-specific transcription factors, and belong to a larger family of genes that encode proteins characterized by an N-terminal DNA-binding homeodomain (HD) followed by a leucine zipper (Zip) ([@mst132-B82]; [@mst132-B89]). HD-Zip genes are divided into four subclasses---HD-Zip I, II, III, and IV based on their molecular characteristics ([@mst132-B95]). All members encode HD and Zip domains, but beyond this only class III and IV genes share a putative lipid/sterol binding region called a START domain ([@mst132-B72]) followed by a conserved region of unknown function referred to as the start adjacent domain (SAD) ([@mst132-B93]; [@mst132-B64]). C3HDZ genes possess an additional domain downstream from the SAD called the MEKHLA domain that is similar to domains that function in sensing light, oxygen, and redox activity ([@mst132-B64]). Phylogenetic analyses of HD-Zip genes resolved C1HDZ and C2HDZ genes as a clade sister to a clade of C3HDZ and C4HDZ genes ([@mst132-B95]; [@mst132-B11]; [@mst132-B93]).

Investigations of the evolution of C3HDZ genes revealed that these transcription factors are ancient, with homologs present in charophyte aglae, but not in chlorophyte algae. C3HDZ genes have been identified in all land plant lineages as well as their charophycean algal relative *Chara* ([@mst132-B26]; [@mst132-B73]). Homologs of C4HDZs have been identified in the genomes of the lycophyte *Selaginella moellendorffii*, the moss *Physcomitrella patens* ([@mst132-B67]; [@mst132-B7]; [@mst132-B44]) and the transcriptomes of the charophycean algae *Coleochaete* and *Spirogyra* ([@mst132-B104]). Thus, both classes of genes evolved in an algal ancestor prior to the origin of land plants. The sister relationship of C4HDZ and C3HDZ genes indicates a common origin, but which class is more ancient is unknown.

Two additional *Arabidopsis* START domain-encoding genes (*At4g26920* and *At5g07260*) are related to the C3HDZ and C4HDZ gene families ([@mst132-B93]). These genes lack the homeobox and leucine zipper domains found in C3HDZ and C4HDZ genes and previous phylogenetic analyses using START domain sequences placed these two genes as a clade distinct from but related to clades of C3HDZ and C4HDZ sequences ([@mst132-B93]). The putative sister relationship of these genes with C4HDZ genes implies an origin in the charophycean algae, although neither the functions nor the phylogenetic distributions of *At4g26920* and *At5g07260* orthologs has been investigated.

Previous phylogenetic analyses of the plant-specific C4HDZ gene family have either focused on a single taxon ([@mst132-B93]; [@mst132-B5]) or, if sequences from a broad range of land plants were included, taxon sampling was sparse ([@mst132-B63]; [@mst132-B44]; [@mst132-B118]; [@mst132-B36]). The published gene trees are incongruent with each other and bear little resemblance to accepted land plant phylogeny, consequently implying extensive gene losses in several linages. These inconsistencies may be due to extensive homoplasy leading to random sampling errors in phylogenetic reconstructions ([@mst132-B117]).

To fully address the evolutionary history of the C4HDZ transcription factors and begin to assess the possible roles of these genes in the evolution of epidermal features, we investigated the phylogenetic distribution of C4HDZ genes by sampling taxa representing every major land plant clade and three taxa of charophycean algae lineages most closely related to embryophytes. We also investigated the phylogenetic distribution of the *Arabidopsis At4g26920* and *At5g07260* genes and their relationship to the C4HDZ gene family. Broad phylogenetic sampling and analysis of recently derived paralogs provides insights, which may be more broadly applicable, into the evolution of the C4HDZ gene family.

Results
=======

C4HDZ Genes Are Present in All Major Land Plant Clades and Charophycean Algae
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

C4HDZ gene family members were detected in all lineages of land plants, and some lineages of charophycean algae, but were not identified in the genome of any sequenced chlorophycean alga ([supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online).

Within the charophycean algae, partial sequences of C4HDZ homologs were previously identified in *Spirogyra pratensis* and *Coleochaete orbicularis* ([@mst132-B104]) and we amplified a partial sequence of a single homolog in *C. scutata*. We failed to identify a homolog in *Chara corallina*. Among bryophytes, single homologs were cloned from the liverwort *Marchantia polymorpha*, the hornwort *Phaeoceros carolinianus*, and the moss *Sphagnum*, however, in the moss *P.patens*, multiple paralogs were identified. Multiple paralogs were also identified in each taxon of the major vascular plants lineages surveyed. In the lycophyte *S. moellendorffii* four paralogs were identified in its sequenced genome. No whole-genome sequences are available for any fern species, but multiple paralogs were identified in transcriptomes of the leptosporangiate ferns *Asplenium platyneuron*, and *Ceratopteris richardii*, the eusporangiate fern *Angiopteris evecta*, the horsetail *Equisetum diffusum*, and *Psilotum nudum*. Likewise, no genome sequences are available for any gymnosperm taxa, but multiple C4HDZ paralogs were identified in transcriptomes of *Cycas rumphii*, *Ginkgo biloba*, *Pinus taeda*, *Picea alba*, and *Pseudotsuga menziesii*. Multiple paralogs were also identified in the sequenced genomes of the flowering plants *A.thaliana* (a rosid), *Vitis vinifera* (a rosid), *Solanum lycopersicum* (an asterid), *Oryza sativa* (a monocot), and multiple transcripts in *Zea mays*. Single transcripts were identified for the orchids *Phaelenopsis sp*. and *Vanilla planifolia*.

Genomic Architecture of C4HDZ Genes
-----------------------------------

C4HDZ genes from *Marchantia*, *Phaeoceros*, and *Selaginella* have a structure of 11 exons and 10 introns within the coding regions ([fig. 1](#mst132-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Exceptions to this basic structure are an additional intron in exon 1 of *SmC4HDZ2.* Strikingly, there is a complete absence of introns in all the moss genes. The four *P. patens* C4HDZ genes annotated in the genome lack all introns and amplification of the genomic *Sphagnum SspC4HDZ1* gene sequence indicates a lack of introns also. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.Intron--exon structure of C4HDZ coding regions. Exons are represented by wide bars; introns by folded black lines. Lines and bars are proportional in length and represent total sequence length. Introns within the coding region are numbered. Key refers to encoded protein domains---red, HD; blue, leucine zipper (LZ); yellow, START domain (START); green, SAD; white, 3′-UTR region; gray lines, 3′-UTR motif (UTR). Scale bar represents 500 nucleotides.

Phylogenetic Analyses of C4HDZ Genes
------------------------------------

We initially conducted a Bayesian analysis of aligned amino acid sequences with representatives from all land plant lineages plus the charophycean algal sequences. We were unable to run this analysis long enough for the separate runs to converge. The resulting tree was not consistent with land plant phylogeny nor was it well resolved when rooted with either algal sequence ([supplementary fig. S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). Alternatively, when the tree was rooted with the liverwort sequence (*MpC3HDZ1*), the branching order of the land plant sequences was in agreement with accepted hypotheses of land plant evolution with the exception that the *Coleochaete* sequence was resolved in a poorly supported clade with the hornwort sequence and the *Spirogyra* sequence was resolved in a clade with euphyllophyte sequences. We determined that the algal sequences were too fragmentary and divergent to provide good phylogenetic signal in this analysis. An identical analysis was performed excluding the algal sequences as well as the most divergent *Selaginella* sequence, *SmC4HDZ2*. The topology of the resulting tree when rooted with the liverwort gene, *MpC4HDZ1*, is mostly consistent with accepted toplogy of land plant evolution ([fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.Bayesian phylogram of land plant C4HDZ genes. Tree was constructed using amino acid alignment in [supplementary data](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) (Suppl.dataC4lpBAYES.txt, [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). Numbers at branches indicate posterior probability values. Taxa are color coded according to major land plant classification. Three clades comprised of euphyllophyte sequences (I, II, and III), six monophyletic clades of seed plants sequences (A--F) and five clades of angiosperm sequences (a--e) are indicated. Taxon abbreviations: At, *Arabidopsis thaliana*; Aev, *Angiopteris evecta*; Apl, *Asplenium platyneuron*; Cr, *Ceratopteris richardii*; Cru, *Cycas rumphii*; Edi, *Equisetum diffusum*; Ga, *Gossypium arboreum*; Gb, *Ginkgo biloba*; Gh, *Gossypium hirsutum*; Ha, *Helianthus annuus*; Mp, *Marchantia polymorpha*; Os, *Oryza sativa*; Pa, *Picea abies*; Pc, *Phaeoceros carolinianus*; Pgl, *Picea glauca*; Phsp, *Phalaenopsis sp*; Pm, *Pseudotsuga menziesii*; Pn, *Psilotum nudum*; Pp, *Physcomitrella patens*; Pta, *Pinus taeda*; Sk, *Selaginella kraussiana*; Sm, *Selaginella moellendorffii*; Solyc, *Solanum lycopersicum*; Ssp, *Sphagnum sp*; Vpl, *Vanilla planifolia*; Vvi, *Vitis vinifera*; Zm, *Zea mays*.

### C4HDZ Gene Phylogeny---Bryophyte Sequences

By defining the liverwort gene *MpC4HDZ1* as the outgroup, the remaining bryophyte genes form a grade that mirrors the grade of bryophyte taxa within land plant phylogeny. All moss genes form a well-supported clade (98%) sister to *Phaeoceros PcC4HDZ1* plus vascular plants with 100% support. Within the moss clade, the *Sphagnum* C4HDZ sequence is sister to a clade of the four *P. patens* sequences with all relationships strongly supported. The hornwort representative, *PcC4HDZ1*, is sister to all vascular plant C4HDZ genes, although this topology is not strongly supported (78%).

### C4HDZ Gene Phylogeny---Vascular Plant Sequences

All vascular plant C4HDZ sequences were resolved as a well-supported clade (99%). Initial analyses including all four *S.moellendorffii* sequences resulted in a topology with *SmC4HDZ2* plus *SmC4HDZ4* sister to euphyllophytes with weak support (65%), and *SmC4HDZ1* plus *SmC4HDZ3* sister to remaining vascular plants. *SmC4HDZ2* is divergent relative to the other sequences and was resolved with a long branch. Subsequent analysis omitting *SmC4HDZ2* resulted in a topology in which lycophyte sequences resolved as a clade with two highly-supported subclades including both *Selaginella* and *Huperzia* sequences. The lycophyte clade is sister (99% support) to a highly supported (100%) clade including all of the euphyllophyte sequences ([fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

### C4HDZ Gene Phylogeny---Euphyllophyte Sequences

Within the euphyllophyte clade there are three well-supported (100%) clades of sequences, each containing monilophyte, gymnosperm, and ansgiosperm taxa (clades I, II, and III). Euphyllophyte clade III is sister to clades I + II, which together form a well-supported clade (98%). Within each of these three euphyllophyte clades, a clade of monilophyte sequences is sister to a clade of seed plant sequences, mirroring the phylogenetic relationships between these taxa.

### C4HDZ Gene Phylogeny---Euphyll Clade I

Within euphyll clade I, the monilophyte clade includes three paralogs from the eusporangiate fern *Angiopteris*, one sequence from *Psilotum*, two sequences from *Equisetum* and three from the leptosporangiate ferns *Asplenium* and *Ceratopteris*. Sister to the monilophyte sequences is seed plant clade "A" with a basal grade of gymnosperm sequences from *Cycas* and *Ginkgo* and then subclade "a" with a clade of conifer sequences including *Pinus*, *Picea*, and *Pseudotsuga* sister (albeit with weak support) to a clade of angiosperm sequences. The gymnosperm grade includes multiple sequences from *Ginkgo* and *Pinus*. The angiosperm sequences of euphyll clade I include a well-supported (100%) clade of monocot sequences sister to a clade including mostly eudicot sequences from *Vitis*, *Solanum*, and *Arabidopsis* and one *Oryza* sequence. Four of the sequences in this clade, including the *Oryza* sequence, have long branches. The remaining clade of sequences is well supported and includes eudicot sequences with asterid sequences (*Solanum*) sister to rosid sequences (*Vitis* and *Arabidopsis*). The *Arabidopsis* sequences in this clade are *ML1* and *PDF2*, which are sister to each other.

### C4HDZ Gene Phylogeny---Euphyll Clade II

Within euphyll clade II, a clade of three monilophyte sequences (one each from *Equisetum*, *Psilotum*, and *Asplenium*) is sister to a clade of seed plant sequences with two subclades ("B" and "C" in [fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}) that both include gymnosperm and angiosperm sequences). The angiosperm subclades ("b" and "c") each include single monocot sequences sister to a clade of eudicot sequences. The eudicot sequences of subclade "b" are further resolved into two clades that both include single *Solanum* and *Vitis* sequences and multiple *Arabidopsis* sequences. In subclades "c," there are also single sequences from *Solanum*, *Vitis*, and *Gossypium* species and two sister sequences from *Arabidopsis*.

### C4HDZ Gene Phylogeny---Euphyll Clade III

The monilophyte sequences in euphyll clade III are resolved into a clade of three *Angiopteris* sequences sister to a clade of three *Equisetum* sequences. No leptosporangiate fern sequences were resolved in this clade. The monilophyte clade is sister to a large clade of seed plant sequences, which is further resolved into two clades that include gymnosperm and angiosperm sequences ("D" and "E") and a third that includes only gymnosperm sequences ("F"). The relationship of clades "D," "E," and "F" is not resolved. Within subclade "D," there is an angiosperm clade ("d") of monocot sequences sister to two sister eudicot clades. Within the monocot subclade, a single orchid sequence is sister to a grass clade that includes *Oryza* and *Zea* sequences. The two eudicot clades include sequences of *Vitis* and *Solanum* and a clade of two *Arabidopsis* sequences, one including *ANL2* + *At3g61150/HDG1* and the other including *FWA* + *At5g52170/HDG7*. Subclade E includes a clade of conifer sequences sister to a single clade of angiosperm sequences (e) each flowering plant species is represented by a single sequence, including *Arabidopsis GL2*. Seed plant subclade F includes only gymnosperm sequences, one each from *Ginkgo*, *Pseudotsuga*, and *Pinus*.

### C4HDZ Gene Phylogeny---Arabidopsis

Sixteen C4HDZ genes are encoded in the *Arabidopsis* genome, with most represented as sister pairs of genes often with one exhibiting a much longer branch as compared with its paralog. In general, the paralog with the long branch is characterized by a limited expression pattern. Based on syntenic relationships, these duplicate paralogs likely date to the latest whole-genome duplication in the lineage leading to *Arabidopsis* ([@mst132-B10]; [@mst132-B47]).

*BUZIGBUZIG* Genes Nest within the C4HDZ Phylogeny
--------------------------------------------------

We have named the two *Arabidopsis* HDZ-related START domain-encoding genes lacking the homeobox and leucine zipper domains genes *BUZIGBUZIG* (*BZG*), the Meryam Mir (a native language of the eastern Torres Strait Islands, Queensland, Australia) word for decaying or rotten (*BZG1/At4g26920* and *BZG2*/*At5g07260*). We searched throughout land plant genomes and surprisingly found homologs of BZG genes only in *A.lyrata*, *Capsella rubella*, and *Eutrema parvulum*, all species within the core Brassicaceae ([@mst132-B14]). We did not find similar sequences in sequenced genomes of other related rosids, for example, *Populus trichocarpa* and *Carica papaya*, suggesting a recent origin for these genes.

Manual alignment of predicted coding sequences of BZG genes with C4HDZ sequences revealed similarity not only in the START domain but also throughout the SAD domain despite some regions of the predicted proteins being divergent ([supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). The predicted genomic architecture of the genes is also similar to those of C4HDZ genes, with intron positions within the START and SAD domains being conserved in BZG genes with the exception of the absence of the middle intron of the SAD domain of C4HDZ genes ([fig. 3](#mst132-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Using an alignment of homologous amino acids, a Bayesian analysis of the corresponding nucleotide alignment produced a gene tree that, when rooted with the *MpC4HDZ1* sequence, places the BZG genes in a clade nested within the angiosperm subclade "d," sister to a clade of genes containing *At4g25530*/*FWA* and *At5g52170/HDG7* ([fig. 3](#mst132-F3){ref-type="fig"}; [supplementary fig. S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). The *BZG* genes are more closely related to *FWA* and *At5g52170/HDG7*, than the *Populus* orthologs of these genes. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.START domain encoding genes that lack an HD are Brassicaceae-specific genes. (*A*) Phylogenetic relationship of BZG genes within the C4HDZ gene family. (*B*) Genomic architecture of BZG genes with six intron positions conserved with C4HDZ genes. Blue lines indicate frameshifts in coding regions and red lines indicate stop codons within exons; yellow, START domain; green, SAD domain. (*C*) Reporter gene activity when GUS was transcriptionally fused with genomic DNA 5′ of the coding regions of *BZG1*. Expression of *BZG1* is from the maternal allele only.

Previous analyses indicate that expression of *BZG2* is limited to early seed development ([@mst132-B91]). A transcriptional fusion of 2 kb of sequence 5′ to the *BZG2* coding sequence with β-glucuronidase (GUS) results in GUS activity in the embryo sac and the chalazal and micropylar developing endosperm ([fig. 3](#mst132-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Reciprocal crosses revealed this expression results from only maternally derived transgenes. The orthologous sequence in *A. lyrata* is not annotated as a gene due to a one-basepair deletion resulting in a frameshift and downstream stop codon in the first coding exon of the predicted gene. Thus, this allele of *A. lyrata 5g07260* is a pseudogene.

There is little evidence that *BZG1* is expressed ([@mst132-B114]; [@mst132-B91]). We were unable to detect transcripts by reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) using mRNA isolated from developing flowers. The annotated version of *BZG1* ([www.arabidopsis.org](www.arabidopsis.org), last accessed August 9, 2013) skips the fourth potential coding exon due to the presence of an in-frame stop codon in this exon. The presence of this stop codon was not polymorphic among 20 accessions of *A. thaliana* ([@mst132-B12]). The stability of any transcript including this exon would be reduced due to nonsense-mediated decay and might account for the lack of detectable transcript. In a situation converse to *BZG2* orthologs, the sequence orthologous to *BZG1* in *A. lyrata* has the potential to encode a "full-length" protein; however, there is a two basepair deletion in the last coding exon leading to a frameshift and an altered carboxyl terminal sequence relative to other C4HDZ genes.

Expansion of C4HDZ Sequences in *Sol.lycopersicum*
--------------------------------------------------

To examine whether the *Arabidopsis* C4HDZ gene family is unique, we surveyed the C4HDZ family in *Sol.lycopersicum* where 39 predicted coding sequences are annotated as homologous to C4HDZ genes ([@mst132-B87]). However, only 12 of the 39 potentially encode full-length C4HDZ proteins are detectably expressed (<http://solgenomics.net/organism/Solanum_lycopersicum/genome>, last accessed August 9, 2013). The remainder is not detectably expressed and most of this category is predicted to encode truncated proteins, with many lacking HD-encoding sequences. We resolved the phylogenetic relationships of 13 of the nonexpressed sequences relative to other seed plant sequences ([supplementary fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). In contrast to the situation in *Arabidopsis*, many of the nonexpressed sequences in *Sol. lycopersicum* are closely related and are derived from a single ancestral gene rather than the result of whole-genome duplications ([supplementary fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). The closely related paralogs are a combination of physically linked tandem genes on chromosome 9 and genes widely scattered throughout the genome. As all of the genes possess introns, their mobility is unlikely through an RNA intermediate.

Most C4HDZ Genes Contain Conserved 3′-UTR Sequence Motifs
---------------------------------------------------------

It has been noted that many C4HDZ genes, from *Physcomitrella*, *Selaginella*, gymnosperms and angiosperms, possess two conserved sequence motifs in their 3′-UTRs ([@mst132-B40]; [@mst132-B67]; [@mst132-B44]). We found that the conserved sequences are present in the 3′-UTRs of liverwort (*MpC4HDZ1*) and hornwort (*PcC4HDZ1*) genes ([supplementary fig. S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online), consistent with it being present in the ancestral land plant C4HDZ gene ([@mst132-B44]). To investigate the evolution of these sequences further, we determined consensus sequences of 17 and 18 nucleotides using aligned conserved sequences from selected land plant C4HDZ sequences with the exclusion of angiosperms ([fig. 4](#mst132-F4){ref-type="fig"}). When aligned to the consensus, a potentially homologous sequence in the 3′-UTR of the *C.orbicularis* C4HDZ gene was identified. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.Analysis of the conserved 3′-UTR sequence motifs in C4HDZ genes. (*A*) A consensus sequence was computed using nonangiosperm land plant C4HDZ sequences and is displayed as a sequence logo ([@mst132-B92]; [@mst132-B15]). A potentially homologous sequence in the 3′-UTR of the *Coleochaete orbicularis* C4HDZ gene is shown below the sequence logo. The corresponding sequences, where present, of the sixteen *Arabidopsis* genes are shown above the sequence logo; differences from the consensus are in red. Those genes with limited expression patterns and long branches are noted. (*B*) Many C4HDZ 3′-UTRs have the potential to form secondary structures similar to that shown for the *MpC4HDZ1* gene. The conserved 17 and 18 basepair sequences are highlighted in green and yellow, respectively, and the short motifs conserved in many nonangiosperm 3′-UTRs are highlighted in turquoise.

The 3′-UTRs of angiosperm C4HDZ genes possessing both motifs have the potential to fold into a stem-loop structure, with the conserved motifs being partially complementary ([@mst132-B44]). Using secondary structure prediction software ([@mst132-B120]), the 3′-UTRs of other land plant C4HDZ genes also have the potential to fold into a stem-loop structure ([supplemenatry fig. S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). The predicted secondary structures of 3′-UTR sequences from genes spanning the diversity of land plants exhibit a stereotypical topology, with the two conserved sequences pairing near the bases of stem-loops of variable length ([fig. 4](#mst132-F4){ref-type="fig"}; [supplementary fig. S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). While most of the sequence in the stem-loop outside the two previously identified motifs is not conserved among the C4HDZ genes from divergent lineages of land plants, we identified four additional motifs, five nucleotides in length, that potentially basepair in the stem-loop in most nonangiosperm C4HDZ genes ([fig. 4](#mst132-F4){ref-type="fig"}). The 3′-UTR sequence of the *C.orbicularis* C4HDZ gene is not predicted to form a stem-loop structure.

In contrast, while similar stem-loop structures are predicted to form in the 3′-UTR of some *A. thaliana* C4HDZ genes, the four additional short motifs are not identifiable in the predicted structures. In eight of the 16 *Arabidopsis* C4HDZ genes, the 17- and 18-nucleotide conserved 3′-UTR motifs are present with only 1--3 differences (in total) from the consensus based on nonangiosperm land plants ([fig. 4](#mst132-F4){ref-type="fig"}). In two additional genes, the sequences have a total of six differences each from the consensus sequence, in another two genes a potentially homologous sequence could be identified, and in four other genes neither motif was identified. None of the 3′-UTRs with significant deviations from the consensus sequences are predicted to form secondary structures with a topology similar to that formed by those with conserved 3′-UTR sequences. Of the six *Arabidopsis* genes characterized by limited expression patterns and long branches in phylogenetic analyses ([fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}), five are characterized by complete loss or significant changes in the 3′-UTR motifs. Only two genes, *At5g52170/HDG7* and *At1g05230/HDG2*, with broad expression patterns have degenerate 3′-UTR motifs. In addition, of six gymnosperm C4HDZs for which we have the 3′-UTR sequences, one exhibits significant deviation from the conserved sequences, *PmC4HDZ2* (in subclade "E" in [fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}). All monilophyte, lycophyte, and bryophyte C4HDZs for which we have the 3′-UTR sequences include the conserved motif.

Loss of the 3′-UTR Motif Has Occurred Multiple Times
----------------------------------------------------

Despite the broad conservation in land plants, there are several *Arabidopsis* sequences that lack the C4HDZ 3′-UTR motif or have significant deviations from the consensus ([fig. 4](#mst132-F4){ref-type="fig"}). These sequences are resolved in three different seed plant clades, "B" (euphyll clade II), "D," and "E" (euphyll clade III; [fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Within clade "B," only the closely related paralogs *At3g03260/HDG8*, *At5g17320/HDG9*, and *At1g34650/HDG10* are lacking the conserved motif. These are all genes with limited expression and no known function and interestingly they are also all truncated at the 5′-end, having lost ancestral exon and intron 1. *At3g03260/HDG8* + *At5g17320/HDG9* + *At1g34650/HDG10* were resolved in a eudicot subclade with 12 *Solanum* genes ([supplementary fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online) and a *Vitis* gene (Vvi_100254711), none of which have the conserved 3′-UTR motif. RNA seq data suggest that none of the 12 *Solanum* genes in clade "b" are expressed (<http://solgenomics.net/organism/Solanum_lycopersicum/genome>, last accessed August 9, 2013). The other eudicot sequences, monocot and gymnosperm sequences in subclade "b" have the conserved motif. This suggests a loss of the 3′-UTR motif in a eudicot-specific paralog prior to the divergence of core eudicots.

Expression of C4HDZ Genes in Nonflowering Plants
------------------------------------------------

Charophycean algae have a haplontic life cycle, whereas land plants undergo an alternation of generations with multicellular development in both haploid and diploid phases of their life cycle. The *C. scutata* C4HDZ sequence was cloned from complementary DNA (cDNA) produced from mRNA isolated from the haploid stage of the life cycle, similar to the previously isolated *Spirogyra* C4HDZ gene ([@mst132-B104]), indicating C4HDZ genes are expressed in the haploid stage of the life cycle in charophycean algae.

In each of the bryophyte lineages, C3HDZ gene expression is detectable in both the haploid and diploid stages of the life cycle by RT-PCR (data not shown). We analyzed C4HDZ gene expression patterns in *P.patens* in more detail. Using mRNA isolated from protonemata, gametophores, and sporophytes, PpC4HDZ expression was detected in haploid gametophores and diploid sporophytes but not in haploid protonemata ([supplementary fig. S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). The spatial and temporal expression pattern of *PpC4HDZ2* was determined by constructing a translational fusion of the *GUS* reporter gene with the *PpC4HDZ2* gene via homologous recombination ([supplementary fig. S8](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). During the haploid generation, GUS staining for *PpC4HDZ2* was not detected during protonemal growth ([fig. 5](#mst132-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*), with the earliest signal detected in the shoot initial of the gametophore during its formation from caulonemal cells of the protonemata ([fig. 5](#mst132-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*). GUS activity is detectable in the apical cell, apical cell derivatives, and cells immediately below the shoot apex of the gametophores ([fig. 5](#mst132-F5){ref-type="fig"}*C*). In developing sporophytes, GUS staining is evident throughout the apical region and later in the region of the sporophyte that will give to the capsule ([fig. 5](#mst132-F5){ref-type="fig"}*D*). C4HDZ sequences have been identified in expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from the sporophyte generation of ferns and other monilophyte species, and one C4HDZ sequence was identified from gametophyte of the fern *Adiantum capillus-venerus* from the GenBank EST database (BP917671.1). All the gymnosperm C4HDZ ESTs were identified from sporophyte tissue. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 5.Expression patterns of *Physcomitrella patens* C4HDZ genes inferred from a GUS fusion line (*PpC4HDZ2-GUS*). GUS activity was not detected in the protenemata (*A*) but was detected in apical cells and meristematic regions of bud initials (*B*) and in developing gametophores (*C*). Expression is detected in the apical cell and its immediate derivatives and in all cells of initiating leaves. During sporophyte development GUS activity was at first broadly detected throughout the embryo before becoming restricted to the apical regions and later the capsule (*D*). Scale bars = 50 µm except rightmost sporophyte (bar = 100 µm).

Discussion
==========

Elucidation of the evolutionary history of a gene family requires broad phylogenetic sampling to identify gene duplications as well as gene losses. We provide a comprehensive view of the C4HDZ gene family, from its charophycean algal origin through the evolution of land plants and finally to the fates of C4HDZ genes that have evolved recently in extant angiosperms.

The Deep Charophycean Roots of "Land Plant" Genes
-------------------------------------------------

It is becoming increasingly apparent that gene families present in embryophytes (land plants) and absent from sequenced chlorophyte genomes have their origins in the grade of charophyte algae from which the ancestral land plant evolved. Both C3HDZ and C4HDZ gene families originated during the evolution of the charophyte algal grade sister to land plants. Based on the derived HD of C3HDZ proteins, which has an addition of four amino acids relative to those encoded by C1HDZ, C2HDZ, and C4HDZ genes, [@mst132-B64] hypothesized that C3HDZ genes were derived from an addition of a MEKHLA encoding sequence to a C4HDZ gene. This implies that a C4HDZ was the ancestral gene that was then duplicated and modified to produce a C3HDZ gene. Among the charophyte algae, C4HDZ genes have been detected in *Coleochaete* and *Spirogyra*, but not *Chara*. C3HDZ genes have been previously found in *Chara* ([@mst132-B26]) and we detected partial EST sequences of MEKHLA domains similar to those of C3HDZ genes in *Coleochaete* and *Spirogyra* transcriptome databases ([@mst132-B104]). Further work is required to determine whether these sequences do indeed represent full C3HDZ coding sequences.

Although it is accepted that the monophyletic clade of land plants is nested within a grade of charophycean algae, the precise identity of the sister lineage of land plants is enigmatic. Different molecular data sets have resolved members of the Charales ([@mst132-B49]), the Coleochaetales ([@mst132-B22]), the Zygnematales ([@mst132-B112]; [@mst132-B103]), or a clade comprising the Coleochaetales and the Zygnematales ([@mst132-B23]; [@mst132-B55]) as the sister taxa of land plants, the latter topology being favored by analyses based on broad transcriptome sampling. Mapping the presence of C3HDZ and C4HDZ genes onto the latter topology would imply that a C3HDZ gene originated first and that the ancestral C4HDZ gene was derived from a duplication of the ancestral C3HDZ, in contrast to the hypothesized derivation of C3HDZ genes from C4HDZ genes based on HD sequences ([@mst132-B64]). However, given the uncertainty of charophyte phylogeny and the possibility of gene loss within lineages, deeper sampling in the charophytes will be required to determine at what point the C3HDZ/C4HDZ ancestral gene evolved and the timing of duplication and divergence during streptophyte evolution.

C4HDZ genes are expressed in the haploid phase of the life cycle in charophycean algae, but no data are available on expression in the diploid zygotes of these taxa. In both bryophytes and ferns, C4HDZ genes are expressed in both the haploid gametophyte and diploid sporophyte generations, indicating this was likely also the case for the common ancestor of extant land plants and that expression in both generations was retained during the evolution of euphyllophytes. In surveys of gene expression in *Arabidopsis*, C4HDZ gene expression is also detected in both gametophytic and sporophytic generations ([@mst132-B67]). However, if the hypothesis that gametophytic C4HDZ gene expression is a consequence of general derepression of gene expression in certain cell types during this generation, C4HDZ gene expression in this generation might be considered a secondary gain after a loss in the lineage leading to the flowering plants. Thus, across streptophytes C4HDZ expression is detectable in those generations in which a complex multicellular body develops.

Evolution of the C4HDZ Gene Family in Land Plants
-------------------------------------------------

### C4HDZ Sequences in Bryophytes

Rooting the land plant C4HDZ gene tree ([fig. 1](#mst132-F1){ref-type="fig"}) with the *M.polymorpha* gene, *MpC4HDZ1*, causes the other bryophyte genes to fall into a grade that reflects their accepted phylogenetic relationships ([@mst132-B75]). As all moss sequences form a monophyletic clade and single sequences were present in the liverwort and hornwort taxa, the tree topology implies that the ancestral land plant genome encoded a single C4HDZ gene ([fig. 6](#mst132-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the common ancestors of moss and hornworts + vascular plants, and of hornworts and vascular plants are also predicted to have had a single C4HDZ gene. Fig. 6.Hypothesis of the evolution of C4HDZ gene family in Streptophytes. Charophycean algae are in blue, bryophytes in light green and vascular plants in dark green. Predominant species used in this study are listed at the right. Numbers represent an estimate of C4HDZ gene number in the common ancestor at that node. Red circles represent gene duplication events deduced from the phylogenetic relationships of genes in extant species. The purple pentagon represents a loss of introns in the lineage leading to the extant mosses, *Sphagnum* and *Physcomitrella*.

As in the case of the C3HDZ gene tree ([@mst132-B26]; [@mst132-B73]), multiple moss paralogs are the result of gene duplications within the moss lineage, consistent with the predicted whole-genome duplication of the *P. patens* genome within the moss lineage ([@mst132-B80]). In contrast, in both the C3HDZ and C4HDZ gene trees, single homologs are found in the liverwort (*M. polymorpha*) and hornwort (*Pha.carolinianus*) sampled. Whether these conditions represent a general phenomenon is not yet clear, but the observation is consistent with a paucity of evidence for whole-genome duplications in liverworts ([@mst132-B9]) and with the topology in [figure 6](#mst132-F6){ref-type="fig"}.

### C4HDZ Sequences in Vascular Plants---Lycophytes

The monophyly of all vascular plant C4HDZ sequences and monophyly of all lycophyte sequences together imply that the genome of the common ancestor of vascular plants contained a single C4HDZ gene ([fig. 6](#mst132-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Subsequent to their divergence from other vascular plants, a duplication must have occurred in a common ancestor of *Selaginella* and *Huperzia* giving rise to two paralogs that have undergone lineage-specific duplications to produce multiple *Selaginella* and *Huperzia* parlogs. According to the phylogenetic analysis of Kenrick and Crane ([@mst132-B50]), the last common ancestor of *Huperzia* and *Selaginella* included all lycopsids except the earliest diverging lineages that are known as fossils from the Devonian (∼370 Ma). This would place the lycophyte C4HDZ duplication very early in the history of the lineage, or in the common ancestor of the lycophytes.

### C4HDZ Sequences in Euphyllophytes---Monilophytes

The euphyllophyte sequences fall into three well-supported lineages (I, II, and III in [fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}), with clades of monilophyte sequences sister to clades of seed plant sequences in each case, implying that the ancestral euphyllophyte genome encoded three C4HDZ genes ([fig. 6](#mst132-F6){ref-type="fig"}), which must have resulted from two duplications of the single ancestral C4HDZ in the vascular plant ancestor. A similar scenario was postulated for C3HDZ genes, with the common ancestor of vascular plants having a single gene, and the common ancestor of euphyllophytes having two genes ([@mst132-B26]; [@mst132-B73]). Comprehensive analyses of additional gene families are required to determine whether this is a general pattern, which could be indicative of one or more whole-genome duplications in the lineage leading to the extant euphyllophytes following divergence from the lycophyte lineage. As in the lycophytes, there is evidence for independent gene duplications in both "basal" monilophytes (*Equisetum* and *Angiopteris*) and leptosporangiate ferns (*Ceratopteris* and *Asplenium*) ([@mst132-B74]). In most cases, the gene duplications are species specific with respect to our taxon sampling, implying duplication events in the lineages leading to the extant species since their divergence from one another. The monophylly of three clades of monilophyte sequences is consistent with other molecular evidence for monophylly of these diverse eusporangiate taxa and leptosporangiate ferns ([@mst132-B74]).

### C4HDZ Sequences in Seed Plants

Seed plant sequences are represented in six clades (A--F in [fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}). In four of the clades (B--E), gymnosperm sequences reside in monophyletic clades sister to clades of angiosperm sequences, and in another case (A) gymnosperm sequences form a grade, which is not well supported, sister to a monophyletic angiosperm clade. The final seed plant clade (F) contains only gymnosperm genes, suggesting a gene loss from this lineage in the angiosperm ancestor.

Based on phylogenomic analyses of sequenced seed plant genomes and transcriptomes, a whole-genome duplication in the common ancestor of seed plants and another in the common ancestor of flowering plants were proposed ([@mst132-B16]; [@mst132-B48]). The topology of the C4HDZ gene tree is consistent with a whole-genome duplication in the ancestor of seed plants with two (or more) clades of seed plant sequences in two (II and III) of the three euphyllophyte clades. This could also be the case in the other euphyllophyte clade (I) if the gymnosperm sequences reside in a grade, but additional sampling of gymnosperm sequences is required to resolve ambiguity within seed plant clade A. In contrast, the C4HDZ gene phylogeny does not provide any support for a whole-genome duplication at the base of the flowering plants ([@mst132-B16]; [@mst132-B48]). For each clade of gymnosperm sequences, the angiosperm sister clade, if one exists, consists of a single clade of monocot sequences sister to a single clade of eudicot sequences. Thus, if a whole-genome duplication occurred in the common ancestor of angiosperms, one of each of the duplicate paralogs was lost prior to the divergence of monocots and eudicots. Although we did not survey extensively within the angiosperms, the patterns of paralogous monocot and eudicot sequences are consistent with postulated whole-genome duplications with the eudicot and grass lineages ([@mst132-B108]; [@mst132-B105]; [@mst132-B102]; [@mst132-B47]).

Evolution of C4HDZ Genomic Architechture in Land Plants
-------------------------------------------------------

C4HDZ genes from the liverwort (*MpC4HDZ1*), hornwort (*PcC4HDZ1*), and all four *S. moellendorffii* genes (*SmC4HDZ1*, *2* and *4*) include 10 introns with conserved splice sites within the coding region ([fig. 1](#mst132-F1){ref-type="fig"}; [supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online). The same structure has been shown to occur in at least one gymnosperm C4HDZ gene (*PaHB1*) ([@mst132-B40]) as well as in several eudicot and monocot C4HDZ genes, although several angiosperm genes have fewer than 10 introns ([@mst132-B67]; [@mst132-B44]). Previous analysis, based on flowering plant genes, concluded that a gene structure comprising seven introns and eight exons was ancestral ([@mst132-B44]). However, comparison of the C4HDZ genomic architecture including earlier diverging land plants clearly suggests an ancestral structure with 10 introns, with conserved splice site positions within the coding region. C4HDZ genes in flowering plants that differ from the ancestral structure can most parsimoniously be explained by proposing intron losses. In some cases, these appear to be lineage specific. For example, flowering plant genes in angiosperm subclade "d" ([fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}) all lack ancestral introns 4 and 9.

Our comparative analysis incuding C4HDZ sequences from earlier-diverging plants indicate that the first intron was originally within the coding region. Some flowering plant genes, including *ANL2*, its close paralog *At3g61150/HDG1*, and related monocot genes (all in angiosperm subclade "d") share this structure, with the start codon upstream of intron 1, and align in this region with *Marchantia* and *Selaginella* (data not shown). Our data suggest that these flowering plant genes retain the ancestral structure of both gene and transcript. In contrast, eudicot and monocot genes in angiosperm subclade "b" lack intron 1 and do not encode start codons upstream of those annotated. Our analysis would suggest that this represents an evolutionary truncation of the transcript, including the loss of an exon and intron 1 that were originally part of the coding sequence. Five *Arabidopsis* C4HDZ genes, *ML1*, *PDF2*, *AT1g05230/HDG2*, *AT2g32370/HDG3* (all in subclade "a" \[[fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}\]), and *FWA* (in sublade "d" \[[fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}\]) encode an intron upstream of the start codon. However, most of the monocot genes in subclades "a" and "d" encode intron 1 downstream of the start codon. These data indicate that mutations have occurred within the eudicot lineage causing the loss of the original start codon but retaining ancestral intron 1.

The lack of introns in the moss C4HDZ genes can also be considered a derived condition. The lack of introns in the *Sphagnum* gene, *SspC4HDZ1*, indicates that the intron loss occurred early in the evolution of extant mosses, prior to the divergence of the ancestors of *Sphagnum* and *Physcomitrella*, ([@mst132-B97]). Further sampling of *Sphagnum* and *Takakia*, representing the basal lineags of mosses, is required to determine the precise evolutionary timing of the loss of introns. One mechanism to account for the loss of all introns from the ancestral *P. patens* C4HDZ gene is via reverse transcription of an intronless mRNA followed by homologous recombination between the resulting intronless cDNA and the original genomic locus ([@mst132-B6]; [@mst132-B24]). Reverse transcriptase mediated gene conversion has been demonstrated to occur in vivo ([@mst132-B18]) and could explain a bias of 3′ intron loss due to insufficient processivity of reverse transcriptase ([@mst132-B62]). Given the propensity of exogenous DNA to be incorporated into the *P. patens* genome via homologous recombination ([@mst132-B88]) and the presence of possible sources of reverse transcriptase ([@mst132-B80]), such a mechanism appears to be a plausible explanation for intron loss in an ancestral moss C4HDZ gene.

The Brassicaceae-Specific BZG Genes Are Young and Dying
-------------------------------------------------------

The BZG genes can be considered to be lineage-specific genes ([@mst132-B25]; [@mst132-B90]; [@mst132-B111]; [@mst132-B51]). Although one previous study identified BZG1 as Brassicaceae specific ([@mst132-B21]), none found BZG2 to be so ([@mst132-B116]; [@mst132-B57]; [@mst132-B21]). Our phylogenetic analysis clearly places the BZG genes in a Brassicaceae-specific clade of genes, more closely related to Brassicaceae genes (*At5g52170/HDG7* + *At4g25530/FWA*) than the *Populus* orthologs of these genes ([fig. 4](#mst132-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Lineage-specific genes are often characterized by a short length, fewer introns, reduced expression patterns, and increased evolutionary rates, attributes evident in the BZG genes. The BZG genes lack the HD and leucine zipper domains and are also missing an intron in the SAD domain that is found in all other land plant C4HDZ genes (except those of mosses). The BZG genes have a restricted expression pattern and an increased rate of molecular evolution based on their long branches in the phylogram ([fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

BZG orthologs are found in both *A. thaliana* and *A. lyrata*. The presence of a stop codon in a predicted exon and the lack of detectable transcript strongly suggest that *BZG1* is a pseudogene in *A. thaliana*. The orthologous gene in *A. lyrata* still has the potential to encode a "full length" protein although a frameshift in the last exon results in an altered carboxyl terminus. Conversely, *BZG2* is an expressed gene in *A. thaliana* while the orthologous sequence in *A. lyrata* is likely a pseudogene. Based on our reporter lines ([fig. 4](#mst132-F4){ref-type="fig"}), *BZG2* expression is only in the embryo sac and endosperm and only from the maternally contributed allele, and we find no evidence of expression of *BZG1*. Taken together, we speculate that these two lineage-specific genes are reaching the ends of their existence and will continue their evolution into pseudogenes.

Four other *A. thaliana* C4HDZ genes (*At4g25530*/*FWA*, *At2g32370/HDG3*, *At3g03260/HDG8*, and *At5g17320/HDG9*) are imprinted, with expression of only either the maternal or the paternal allele in the endosperm ([@mst132-B52]; [@mst132-B28]). Based on microarray data and reporter lines, the expression of these genes is confined to pollen or early seed (e.g., endosperm) development, except *At5g17320/HDG9*, which also exhibited expression in the tapetum ([@mst132-B91]; [@mst132-B67]). The four imprinted C4HDZ genes are widely dispersed within the C4HDZ phylogeny, but are united in that each is a long branch relative to closely related paralogs, indicative of an accelerated rate of evolution. In each case, one (or more) closely related paralogs with a shorter branch length is broadly expressed, primarily in the epidermal cell layers of the sporophyte ([@mst132-B67]). In the phylogram ([fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}), two other *A. thaliana* genes represent long branches relative to related C4HDZ paralogs. One of these, *At1g34650/HDG10*, forms a clade with two of the imprinted genes, and its expression is also limited to the tapetum and pollen ([@mst132-B91]; [@mst132-B67]). The other, *At4g17710/HDG4*, is a paralog of broadly expressed *At5g46880/HDG5*, but expression of the former is restricted to pollen ([@mst132-B91]).

A general theme emerges from the phylogenetic and expression analyses of the C4HDZ and BZG genes in *A. thaliana*. Following gene duplication, often the result of the last whole-genome duplication in the lineage leading to *Arabidopsis* ([@mst132-B108]; [@mst132-B10]), the two paralogs diverged, with one undergoing a slow rate of molecular evolution and retaining the presumed ancestral epidermal expression pattern, and the other paralog undergoing a more rapid rate of molecular evolution and expression becoming limited to the endosperm, pollen and/or tapetum. In the cases where loss-of-function alleles in the latter genes have been examined, aberrant phenotypes have been observed only for *At2g32370/HDG3* when in combination with *pdf2* or *ml1* mutations ([@mst132-B67]). In addition, these genes also either lost or possess degenerating 3′-UTR motifs ([fig. 4](#mst132-F4){ref-type="fig"}). One hypothesis consistent with these observations is that all of these genes are on the path to pseudogenization, having already lost ancestral regulatory sequences ([@mst132-B115]) and accumulating mutations in the coding regions more rapidly than their paralogs.

The residual expression of these genes in the endosperm, pollen, and tapetum may be a consequence of a relaxation of constraints on gene expression in these tissues. In both the endosperm and the vegetative cell of pollen, a general DNA demethylation leads to activation of expression of repetitive elements in these cells ([@mst132-B28]; [@mst132-B35]; [@mst132-B98]). The activation of transposable element expression in the endosperm and the vegetative cell of the pollen is proposed to reinforce their silenced state in the pollen germ cells and embryo, likely mediated by small RNAs ([@mst132-B28]; [@mst132-B35]; [@mst132-B98]). Based on our results, we postulate cells of the tapetum may also experience a relaxation of gene expression constraints and could also act as a source of small RNAs. The expression of the BZG and C4HDZ genes in these tissues could be interpreted as a consequence of being located nearby a transposon or other repetitive DNA ([@mst132-B28]; [@mst132-B53]). In this scenario, expression of these genes, including imprinting, is merely a byproduct of the general relaxation on gene expression constraints in these tissues.

It is unlikely that the *Arabidopsis* C4HDZ gene family is unique, but rather, close inspection of many gene families, especially in organisms that frequently undergo whole-genome duplications, might reveal a plethora of such genes, especially among lineage-specific genes or paralogs. Indeed, when the C4HDZ family is examined in *Sol.lycopersicum* ([@mst132-B87]), a similar story emerges, with 39 predicted coding sequences annotated as homologous to C4HDZ genes, but only 12 of these are full-length and detectably expressed. Thus, gene number estimates based on present annotations are likely an overestimate of functional gene number in species that have recently experienced a whole-genome duplication. Although there is little evidence that the BZG or C4HDZ "pseudogenes" have any function, because most have the potential to encode proteins, they embody evolutionary potential on which selection could act following changing environmental conditions. In this sense, the genes exemplify the "waiting" model of evolution, whereby new genes initially experience increased rates of evolution due to lack of functionality, with eventual fates either being pseudogenization or occasionally, preservation due to selection ([@mst132-B58]).

A 3′-UTR Motif Is Conserved in Land Plant C4HDZ Genes
-----------------------------------------------------

Sequences within 3′-UTRs are well documented in playing an important role in posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression via the binding of regulatory proteins mediating translational repression, mRNA stability, and mRNA localization ([@mst132-B31]; [@mst132-B17]; [@mst132-B54]). The two 3′-UTR 17--18 nucleotide motifs initially identified in angiosperm and gymnosperm C4HDZ sequences are conserved throughout land plants ([@mst132-B40]; [@mst132-B67]; [@mst132-B44]). As noted previously, the C4HDZ genes in flowering plants either have both or neither of these conserved sequences, and their ability to complementary basepair suggests that the formation of a stem-loop is required for function ([@mst132-B44]). We have identified four additional 5-nucleotide sequences, also with the potential to complementary basepair in the predicted stem loop structure, in land plant C4HDZ 3′-UTRs, strengthening the hypothesis that ability to form a stem-loop is a conserved feature ([fig. 4](#mst132-F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, these latter sequences were not conserved in any *Arabidopsis* C4HDZ gene. Three possible functions of this conserved sequence are the generation of regulatory small RNAs, a riboswitch, or a protein binding sequence.

Because of the ability to fold into a stem-loop structure, the conserved sequences in the 3′-UTRs of C4HDZ genes were predicted to encode potential microRNAs ([@mst132-B4]). However, multiple lines of evidence argue against the production of regulatory small RNAs from the 3′-UTRs of C4HDZ genes. For example, the most variable sites are those near the middle of the complementary sequences, whose identity is usually critical in functionaing microRNAs. And secondly, there is no evidence of small RNAs produced from any of the *Arabidopsis* loci harboring the conserved 3′-UTR sequences ([@mst132-B32]).

The other two hypotheses, that the conserved sequences act as a riboswitch or a binding site for regulatory proteins suggest that the stem-loop structure could act in translational regulation or stability of C4HDZ mRNAs. In either case, the conserved secondary structure would act as a binding site for a trans-acting molecule, either a metabolite (e.g., auxin) or protein(s). Riboswitches, originally discovered in bacteria, are regulatory elements located in noncoding sequences of mRNAs that often regulate metabolic processes in many organisms by altering the mRNA transcript structure upon binding a ligand, usually a metabolite ([@mst132-B99]; [@mst132-B61]; [@mst132-B109]). The lack of conservation of stem-loop length, and sequence motifs lacking in *Arabidopsis* 3′-UTR sequences argues against the sequence acting as a riboswitch. That the 5′ genomic sequences of the *Arabidopsis* genes *PDF2* and *ML1* are sufficient to drive epidermal-specific expression of reporter genes ([@mst132-B96]; [@mst132-B3]; [@mst132-B100]) suggests that the putative regulatory element in the 3′-UTR does not function to restrict C4HDZ activity spatially, at least with respect to the L1. Nonetheless, conservation of both the primary sequence and secondary structure for the entirety of land plant evolution implicates a role in gene regulation, which require functional studies to reveal.

C4HDZ Genes and Epidermal Evolution
-----------------------------------

C4HDZ genes are considered master regulators of epidermal development in flowering plants ([@mst132-B46]; [@mst132-B65]) and it has been postulated that C4HDZ homologs may have been instrumental in the evolution of epidermal adaptations required for life on land ([@mst132-B30]; [@mst132-B56]). With a robust C4HDZ gene tree ([fig. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"}), we can ask whether the diversification of the gene family correlates with increasing epidermal elaboration in the land plant lineage. The C4HDZ gene tree displays a pattern of increasing complexity during land plant evolution ([figs. 2](#mst132-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#mst132-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Single homologs are predicted in the common ancestors at each of the nodes of land plant evolution from their origin through to the evolution of vascular plants. Following the divergence of lycophyte and euphyllophyte lineages, there was a triplication in the euplyllophyte lineage. Additional duplications occurred in at least two of the ancestral euphyllophyte paralog (clades II and III) in the seed plant ancestor (six C4HDZ genes), and independently within the lycophyte and moss lineages. The phylogeny suggests a single loss in the angiosperm ancestor (five C4HDZ genes). Thus, the pattern is one of increasing complexity (in terms of numbers of C4HDZ gene family members) during early vascular plant evolution, and particularly at the origin of the euphyllophytes, the seed plants, and the eudicots ([fig. 6](#mst132-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Lacking knowledge of expression patterns or function of C4HDZ genes throughout streptophytes, it is difficult to state whether C4HDZ epidermal functions are conserved. However, we can examine the evidence for epidermal complexity (focusing on the cuticle, stomata, and trichomes) in the history of land plants to see how this correlates with gene evolution to make some predictions of ancestral and derived functions.

### Cuticle

External cuticle-like layers in some of the charophycean relatives of land plants suggest the cuticle had its origin in an algal ancestor of land plants ([@mst132-B13]). Thus, a role in cuticle synthesis deposition may represent an ancient function for C4HDZ genes, one that predates the origin of the land plant epidermis. Specific functions of C4HDZ transcription factors in flowering plants that have been identified include upregulating genes involved in lipid metabolism and transport ([@mst132-B45]; [@mst132-B65]). Disruption of cuticle-related lipid synthesis and transport leads to a variety of epidermal defects that are also associated with loss of C4HDZ function in flowering plants. This is consistent with the emerging understanding of the important role of cuticular lipid signaling in plant development ([@mst132-B46]). The association of C4HDZ genes with lipid signaling and transport could then be more ancient than the cuticle itself, and could represent an ancestral role for the C4HDZ transcription factors. Assessing this hypothesis will require complete knowledge of the distribution of the C4HDZ genes in charophytes and the ability to assess function of these genes in algae and bryophytes.

### Stomata

Stomata evolved after the divergence of land plants, in the common ancestor of hornworts, mosses, and vascular plants ([@mst132-B50]; [@mst132-B8]; [@mst132-B79]). Stomata of mosses and hornworts develop on the sporophyte capsule and are described as being relatively simple in structure, with a simple ontogeny in which an epidermal cell undergoes a single symmetric cell division to form a guard mother cell (GMC) that divides equally to form the two guard cells ([@mst132-B126]; [@mst132-B84]; [@mst132-B119]). The earliest sporophyte-dominant land plants developed stomata on leafless axes and sporangia of the sporophyte and in some cases the gametophyte ([@mst132-B50]; [@mst132-B121]). These plants are known only as fossils, so stomatal ontogeny cannot be known for sure, however the lack of distinct subsidiary cells suggests that stomatal ontogeny was similar to that of the bryophytes ([@mst132-B121]; [@mst132-B119]). This simple, ancestral pattern of stomatal development was retained in the lycophyte lineage (including extant species) and also characterizes the basal lineages of monilophtyes and seed plants ([@mst132-B126]; [@mst132-B119]). More complex stomatal ontogenies (involving one or more distinctly asymmetrical divisions prior to determination of the GMC), like the well-characterized ontogeny of *Arabidopsis* ([@mst132-B71]; [@mst132-B107]) or the leptosporangiate ferns ([@mst132-B119]; [@mst132-B94]) evolved much later within the fern and angiosperm lineages. The greatest diversity of stomatal patterns occurs in the eudicot angiosperms ([@mst132-B119]).

*Arabidopsis* C4HDZ genes in two different euphyll clades (I and II) are expressed at high levels in stomatal complexes. *AtML1* and *At1g05230/HDG2* (euphyll clade I) have been shown to regulate stomatal development ([@mst132-B70]) and *At5g46880/HDG5* (euphyll clade II) is expressed at high levels in developing stomatal complexes ([@mst132-B67]) and awaits functional characterization. This distribution of stomata-related C4HDZs is consistant with a role in stomatal development being an ancient function, mapping potentially to the euphyllophyte ancestral C4HDZ gene. Because a single C4HDZ gene was present in the plant genome when stomata evolved, it is possible that the ancestral C4HDZ gene played a role in the origin of stomata. If C4HDZ genes are shown to regulate stomatal development in mosses and hornworts this would be strong evidence in favor of an ancient role in C4HDZ genes in the origin of stomata. The number of C4HDZ genes increased at each major node of the euphyllophyte tree, with the eudicot ancestor having the greatest number. Thus, the early simplicity of stomatal ontogeny and increases in the complexity of stomatal development correlate with an early simplicity, followed by an increase in complexity in the C4HDZ gene family.

On the other hand, if the ancestral C4HDZ was important for the origin of stomata, it would represent an increase in epidermal complexity (neofunctionaliztion) in the absence of C4HDZ gene family complexity. This could have occurred via the recruitment of novel guard-cell promoting targets for the ancestral C4HDZ transcription factor. Three closely related genes in the bHLH transcription factor family (*FAMA*, *MUTE*, and *SPCH*) and a more distant bHLH (*SCRM*) have been shown to specify specific stages of stomatal patterning in *Arabidopsis* ([@mst132-B71]; [@mst132-B107]). Recent evidence suggests that the stomata bHLH genes may be targets of C4HDZ transcription factors ([@mst132-B70]) and it has been suggested that diversification of the stomata bHLH gene family may have played a role in the evolution of stomatal complexity ([@mst132-B71]). Cross species analysis has shown that a stomata bHLH homolog from the moss, *Physcomitrella*, can partially complement *A. mute* and *fama* mutants ([@mst132-B60]). However, it remains to be determined if the same genes promote stomatal development in the moss. Phylogenetic analyses of stomata bHLH genes and homologs suggest a pattern of increasing gene family complexity in land plants, however published analyses to date (Peterson et al. 2010; [@mst132-B60]) have failed to include all the related paralogs in flowering plants, have not sampled any monilophyte species, and have not determined whether the stomata bHLH genes occur in the liverworts, the only land plant group lacking stomata. Further work is needed to clarify the phylogenetic distribution, relationships, and functions of the stomata bHLH genes in land plants in order to assess their possible role as targets of C4HDZ genes in stomatal evolution.

### Trichomes

Trichomes are hair-like epidermal outgrowths in plants. Structures called trichomes are said to occur in all land plants, but are most common and diverse in the eudicot angiosperms ([@mst132-B124]). In bryophytes, the trichome-like structures are rhizoids, axillary hairs, and awns on the leaves, all in the gametophyte. Trichomes are absent from the sporophytes of bryophytes. The earliest sporophyte-dominant land plants also lacked sporophytic trichomes ([@mst132-B50]). The ancestors and early relatives of the lycophyte lineage are known as fossils, many of which showed a diversity of spiny outgrowths or "enations" on their axes ([@mst132-B122], [@mst132-B29]; [@mst132-B33]). Although some of the enations appear to have been unicellular (like a trichome), most were multicellular and described as cortical outgrowths ([@mst132-B29]). Trichomes are uncommon in the lycopsids, being absent in the Lycopodiales and occurring uncommonly in living and extinct ligulate taxa ([@mst132-B123]; [@mst132-B106]). The earliest fossil plants in the euphyllophyte lineage clade were also variously spiny, although some were "naked." Trichomes appear to become increasingly common in later in euphyllophyte evolution. There are trichomes on *Pertica*, a fossil euphyllophyte that evolved prior to the divergence of monilophyte and seed plant lineages ([@mst132-B34]). Trichomes are common in extant leptosporangiate ferns and the Marratialles, and have also been described for various fossils that were part of the monilophyte lineage. Trichomes are uncommon in extant gymnosperms except in cycads, but do occur, and have been described from extinct Paleozoic and Mesozoic seed plants ([@mst132-B127]; [@mst132-B125]) and are nearly ubiquitous in the flowering plants.

Trichomes were clearly not present in the sporophytes of the earliest vascular plants, which had a single C4HDZ gene. The early ancestors and relatives of the lycophyte and euphyllophyte lineages ranged from smooth to variously spiny, suggesting a plasticity in epidermal development that is not present in extant land plants. It is not clear that true trichomes were part of the vascular plant developmental program at the time lycophyte and euphyllophyte lineages diverged. The trichomes described for some ligulate lyocpsids may represent an independent innovation from the trichomes that likely evolved in an ancestor of the euphyllophyte clade. This period of epidermal plasticity and the origin of trichomes correlates with the timing of the first C4HDZ gene duplications. Trichomes became much more common and diverse later in the leptosporangiate ferns and eudicot angiosperms, also to some extent mirroring the increasing numbers of C4HDZ genes in plant genomes ([fig. 6](#mst132-F6){ref-type="fig"}).

Conclusions
===========

As "nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution" ([@mst132-B20]), analyses of gene families are often placed in an evolutionary context with available sequence data. However, as amino acid and nucleotide sequences have a limited number of character states, homoplasy can be a frequent occurrence when sequences are derived from phylogenetically distant organisms. To compound this problem in the land plant clade, those taxa for which genome sequence is available often exhibit long branches, indicative of an accelerated rate of molecular evolution, compared with related taxa. The result is that most land plant gene trees constructed with limited data contain random sampling errors ([@mst132-B117]), and if interpreted literally, imply significant gene losses in multiple lineages. We have demonstrated that comprehensive sampling across all extant lineages of land plants results in a C4HDZ gene tree that mirrors land plant evolution with evidence for gene duplications in many lineages, but minimal evidence for gene losses. Our results suggest caution when interpreting gene trees constructed with minimal taxon coverage across land plants.

Paralogs produced via gene duplication events most often evolve into pseudogenes. Whole-genome duplications simultaneously produce many duplicate paralogs whose fates can be compared across gene families. Based on long phylognetic branches and limited expression patterns, we propose that several *Arabidopsis* C4HDZ paralogs produced in the latest whole-genome duplication of this lineage are undergoing pseudogenization. Given the propensity of flowering plant genomes to duplicate ([@mst132-B47]), this may be a widespread phenomenon, and differential branch lengths can be used to identify pseudogene candidates, as well as representing a better estimate of functional gene numbers in species that have recently experienced a whole-genome duplication. Genes experiencing a fast rate of molecular evolution may also distort gene trees, as was the case of the BZG genes in previous phylogenetic analyses ([@mst132-B93]). Finally, some genes (e.g., BZG) we identify as lineage specific were not identified as such in recent genome-wide analyses in *Arabidopsis* ([@mst132-B116]; [@mst132-B57]; [@mst132-B83]), suggesting that careful phylogenetic analysis of individual gene families may often reveal insights missed by genome-wide studies.

Finally, C4HDZ genes evolved prior to most of the epidermal features with which these transcription factors are associated in flowering plants. Of all of the known functions of these genes, a role in lipid synthesis and transport is a candidate for an ancestral function and it is possible that the C4HDZ in charophycean algae played a role in the origin of the cuticle. The C4HDZ family did not diversify during the earliest radiation of land plants, but duplications occurred early after the two major vascular plant lineages diverged, increasing the number of gene family members at key nodes in the land plant tree. Increasing C4HDZ family complexity correlates roughly with increasing complexity of some of the important epidermal features these genes are known to regulate including stomatal development and trichomes. This suggests that the C4HDZ transcription factors could have played a role in the evolution of some of the key innovations of the embryophytes. Further work to characterize function and expression of C4HDZ genes in bryophytes, lycophytes, monilophytes, and eventually charophycean algae promise to reveal further insight into the functional evolution of these important transcription factors and their role in the evolution of the land plant epidermis.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Selection of Taxa and Sequence Aquisition
-----------------------------------------

We attempted to identify C4HDZ gene sequences in taxa representing all major land plant clades as well as charophycean algae. Sequences were obtained from publicly available databases when possible (details discussed later and [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online) and by cloning using degenerate primers. RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis, degenerate primer design, and other methods for cloning new C4HDZ sequences were as described in [@mst132-B26] except that some of the sequencing was performed by Micromon DNA sequencing Facility, Monash University, Clayton, Australia, using an Applied Biosystems 3730S Genetic Analyzer. Degenerate primer sequences are provided in [supplementary table S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online. All nucleotide sequences are provided as a FASTA file available as [supplementary data](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online.

### Flowering plants

All 16 *Arabidopsis* C4HDZ gene coding sequences were obtained from the *Arabidopsis* Information Resource (TAIR) database (<http://www.arabidopsis.org/>, last accessed August 9, 2013). Full C4HDZ gene coding sequences for additional flowering plant species were obtained by conducting BLAST similarity searches in publicly available databases using *Arabidopsis At4g04890*/*AtPDF2* and *At1g79840*/*GL2* as query sequences (see [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) \[[Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online\] for sequence source information). Completely sequenced genomes of the eudicot, *Sol. lycopersicum* (<http://solgenomics.net/>, last accessed August 9, 2013) and the monocot *O. sativa* (MSU Rice Genome Annotation Project) were searched. All *Z.mays* C4HDZ gene sequences previously identified ([@mst132-B42], [@mst132-B41]; [@mst132-B44]) were downloaded from GenBank as were those for the eudicot *V. vinifera*. We also obtained the single C4HDZ gene previously identified from the orchid *Phaelenopsis* sp. ([@mst132-B66]) from GenBank and searched for additional orchid sequences in the 1KP project transcript database (<http://www.onekp.com/>, last accessed August 9, 2013).

### Gymnosperms

*Pinus taeda* and *Pic. abies* ESTs were obtained by performing BLAST similarity searches in the EST database in GenBank. C4HDZ4 gene sequences for *Cyc. rumphii* and *G. biloba* were cloned using degenerate PCR as described earlier. Five *Pse. menziesii* C4HDZ cDNA orthologs were assembled from individual sequence reads from the GenBank Sequence Read Archive (SRA) by initially performing a BLAST search of each *Pin.taeda* EST identified and then reiteratively searching the SRA. A sixth partial *Pse. menziesii* EST was discovered in a BLAST search in the 1KP project transcript database (<http://www.onekp.com/>, last accessed August 9, 2013).

### Monilophytes

Degenerate PCR was used to identify sequences from the leptosporangiate fern *Cer. richardii*. All other monilophyte sequences were obtained from the 1 KP plant transcriptome project website using BLAST similarity searches of known C4HDZ gene sequences. Additional monilophyte sequences include the leptosporangiate fern *Asp. platyneuron*, eusporangiate fern *Ang. evecta*, horsetail *E. diffusum*, and whisk fern *Psi. nudum*. Sequences obtained from the 1KP database were assembled scaffolds from ESTs (see [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) \[[Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online\] for details).

### Lycophytes

Degenerate PCR was used to clone a single C4HDZ gene sequence from the lycophyte *S. kraussiana*. BLAST similarity searches in the *S. moelldendorffii* genome portal (<http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Selmo1/Selmo1.home.html>, last accessed August 9, 2013) were used to identify all C4HDZ gene models in *S. moellendorffii*. EST contigs for *Huperzia sqarrosa* were identified in BLAST similarity searches of the 1KP project transcript database (<http://www.onekp.com/>, last accessed August 9, 2013).

### Bryophytes

Degenerate PCR was used to clone C4HDZ gene sequences from the hornwort *Pha. carolinianus*, the liverwort *M. polymorpha*, and the moss *Sphagnum*. All C4HDZ genes from the moss *P. patens* were identified from BLAST similarity searches in the *Physcomitrella* genome portal (<http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Phypa1_1/Phypa1_1.home.html>, last accessed August 9, 2013).

### Algae

We used degenerate PCR to search for C4HDZ gene sequences from the charophyte algae *Col. scutata* and *Cha. carollina*. Partial cDNA sequences for C4HDZs from *Spi. pratensis* and *Coloechaete orbicularis* were obtained from Ruth Timme (personal communication). We searched the sequenced genomes of the chlorophyte algal species *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii*, *Ostreococcus tauri*, and *Volvox carteri*.

Sequence Analysis, Alignment, and Phylogenetic Analysis
-------------------------------------------------------

Sequence fragments cloned for this analysis were assembled using Sequencher 4.10 for Macintosh (Gene Codes). Complete or partial coding nucleotide sequences were manually aligned as amino acid translations using Se-Al v2.0a11 for Macintosh ([@mst132-B76]). We excluded ambiguously aligned sequence to produce an alignment of 671 amino acid characters in 113 C4HDZ sequences for subsequent Bayesian analysis. Bayesian phylogenetic analysis was performed using Mr. Bayes 3.2.1, run on multiple parallel processors ([@mst132-B37]; [@mst132-B38]). Three separate analyses were performed. The first included two algal land plant C4HDZ sequences excluding the nonexpressed predicted C4HDZ genes in the *Sol. lycopersicum* genome. The second included only land plant C4HDZ sequences, excluding the nonexpressed *Sol. lycopersicum* genes and one *Selaginella* gene, *SmC4HDZ2*. The third included only seed plant genes and included all predicted *Sol. lycopersicum* C4HDZ genes. The fixed rate model option JTT + I was used based on analysis of the alignments with ProTest 2.4 ([@mst132-B1]). The Bayesian analyses for the larger data sets were run for 2,500,000 generations, which was sufficient for convergence of the two simultaneous runs. To allow for the burn-in phase, 50% of the total number of saved trees was discarded in the first and second analyses, and 25% were discarded for the third analysis. Sequence alignments and command files used to run the Bayesian phylogenetic analyses are provided as [supplementary data](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) online.

*Physcomitrella* Plant Materials and Culture Conditions
-------------------------------------------------------

Plant materials and culture conditions are similar to those outlined in [@mst132-B68] and [@mst132-B85]. *Physcomitrella patens* strain David-NIBB as grown on BCDATG medium or BCD medium at 25 °C under continuous light for protonemata and gametophore growth. For vegetative propagation, the protonemata were collected every 5--7 days, and ground with a Polytron homogenizer (Kinematica, Littau, Switzerland) or a mortar and pestle. For the growth of gametangia and sporophytes, protonemata were transplanted onto sterile peat pellets (Jiffy-7; Jiffy Products International AS, Kristanansand, Norway) cultured for 1 month at 25 °C under continuous light. We then induced gametangia and sporophytes by moving cultures under 8 h light and 16 h dark conditions at 15 °C.

GUS Expression
--------------

### Arabidopsis

The 2,052-bp sequence upstream of the translational start site was amplified from the Ler genomic DNA using the following primer pair, pBZG2-***PstI***-F (5′-ccg**ctgcag**TTGGATTGAAGGCGGTAAG-3′) and pBZG2-***NcoI***-R (5′-gg**ccatgg**ATCTGACCTTTTCATGTG-3′), and subsequently inserted into *Pst*I and *Nco*I sites upstream of the GUS gene in the vector pRITA. The promoter:GUS cassette was then subcloned into the binary plasmid pMLBART as a *NotI* fragment in the same orientation as the BASTA resistance gene. Transformation was performed into wild-type Landsberg *erecta* using *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* strain GV3001.

### Physcomitrella

We created in-frame PpC4HDZ-GUS plasmids using pTN85 (AB267707). 5′ and 3′ genomic fragments from *PpC4HDZ1-4* were obtained using PCR. For the 5′-end, we amplified a genomic fragment---1 kb from the stop codon of the target gene, removing the stop codon in the process, and inserted this fragment, in frame, 5′ to the coding region of the GUS gene in the pTN85 vector (AB267707)---creating an in-frame fusion of GUS with the targeted class IV HD-Zip. For the 3′ fragment, we amplified a 1 kb genomic fragment starting from the codon immediately proceeding the stop codon. This fragment was inserted into the 3′ region of the pTN85 vector directly subsequent to the NPTII expression cassette of pTN85. Polyethylene glycol-mediated transformation was performed as described previously using 10--15 µg of a linearized plasmid. Stable transformants were screened by PCR for those having the construct integrated with homologous recombination in both 5′- and 3′-ends ([@mst132-B68]). Candidates were further analyzed using Southern hybridization to exclude transformants with nonhomologous or tandem-integrated transgenes using a probe on the homologous region of the transgene.

Histology
---------

The histochemical detection of GUS activity was performed as described previously ([@mst132-B68]). *Physcomitrella* gametophytes were fixed in a series of 5% formaldehyde the 5% acetic acid after GUS staining for 10 min. We used a Zeiss steREO Lumar.V12 stereoscope with a Zeiss Axiocam digital camera for the observation and imaging of stained gametophytes.

For plastic sectioning, specimens were then dehydrated through an ethanol series to 100% ethanol prior to infiltration with catalyzed monomer A of the JB-4 embedding kit (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) and embedded in an oxygen-free environment following the basic protocol provided with the kit. Blocks were serially sectioned at 4 µm on a Jung 2065 Supercut rotary microtome (Leica, Heidleberg, Germany) using glass knives. Slides were observed and photographed on a Zeiss Axioskop microscope equipped with a Zeiss Axiocam digital camera using bright-field microscopy.

Expression Analysis of *PpC4HDZ01-04* by Semiquantitative RT-PCR
----------------------------------------------------------------

Spores were grown on solidified BCDAT medium for two weeks. Between two and five plates were collected every day for 14 days and contents were flash frozen and stored at −80 °C. Gametophores were grown on solidified BCD for 4 weeks ([@mst132-B86]). Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen). cDNA was synthesized from 100 ng of total RNA with Primescript reverse transcriptase (Takara Bio) using the SMART RACE kit (Clonetech).

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary figures S1--S8](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) and [tables S1--S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst132/-/DC1) are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online (<http://http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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